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Slow Food®
 inspires individuals and communities to change  

the world through food that is good, clean and fair for all. 
Heartfelt thanks to our partners who share this vision!
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The Slow Food Nations 2018 theme is Food for Change. We gather 
in Denver this weekend because we believe that food is the most 
powerful tool to achieve a slow, peaceful and global revolution. 
As we plant, cook, eat and serve food, we unite joy and justice  
to build a better future together. 

Let’s look at the earth’s climate today. We know that our industrial 
food system is a primary cause of global greenhouse gas emissions. 
Farmers and producers everywhere are victims of climate change 
too, as they struggle with changing weather patterns. As consumers, 
our relationship with food is a key factor in reversing the disastrous 
effects of the industrial food system on the environment. When 
we choose good, clean and fair food, we are a solution to climate 
change! It’s time to raise our forks for a better future!

Slow Food is a global grassroots movement, founded over 30 
yearsago in Italy. We envision a world where all people can access
and enjoy food that is good, clean and fair. Slow Food is creating
dramatic change in more than 160 countries, with more than
150 chapters and 6,000 members in the USA.

Learn more about Slow Food at the Slow Food Movement tent. 
Sign the Climate Pledge and join our effort to make this a zero- 
waste event. Then dive into this festival of flavor, culture  
and exploration!

explore the Festival
 
Discover delicious, fun and family-friendly pop-ups throughout  
Larimer Square, including Big Green Eggs, the Fortuna Chocolate Truck, 
Frozen Matter Ice Cream Cart, Subaru Carpool Karaoke, the Slow Food  
Mural Project and loads of hands-on fun at the Family Pavilion.

Slow down at Edible Beats Street, a weekend long pop-up bar and food 
court that will get a fork into one hand and a beverage into the other!  
Join us in the shaded outdoor lounge to enjoy craft beer and cocktails  
alongside tasty bites from local chefs, all from the wonderful  
concepts of Edible Beats:

As summer days turn into summer nights, hang out for Edible Beats  
Street Music Lounge, sponsored by Ophelia’s. We’ll be rocking out  
to the best local bands and serving up drinks Friday and Saturday  
night from 6:00-9:00pm!

Head to the Taste Marketplace for a free culinary adventure that will  
tickle all your senses. Our exhibitors of good, clean and fair food will  
tell their stories and let you sample and buy their delicious products.

All this and more is FREE and open throughout the weekend.  
Unfold this guide to learn about all the other fun and flavorful  
activities Slow Food Nations has to offer! 

welcome to

"If you want to change the world, don't  
do it with sadness. Do it with joy!"  

— Carlo Petrini, founder of Slow Food










